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By Daniel Cronin

Key Considerations for Multiparty  
Nondisclosure Agreements

client calls and asks you to 
email a boilerplate nondis-
closure agreement (NDA) for 
a new project she is consider-

ing cooperating on with two other compa-
nies. You already have a great form docu-
ment for two parties. Is it as easy as inserting 
all three companies and changing a few de-
fined terms?

This article highlights a few key issues 
to consider when drafting an NDA for more 
than two parties and suggests solutions in-
volving intake, drafting, and client instruc-
tion to minimize your client’s exposure.

An NDA is a written contract between 
parties that establishes a framework to fa-
cilitate the sharing of confidential informa-
tion while exploring a potential transaction.1 
Information covered by an NDA can be 
broader than that which fits the definition 
of a “trade secret” under Michigan law.2 The 
heart of an NDA is a prohibition on the dis-
closure of the other party’s confidential in-
formation to third parties or the use of the 
other party’s confidential information for 
any purpose aside from the potential trans-
action being discussed.3 NDAs are a must 
whenever confidential information needs to 
be shared.

Multiparty NDAs
In my experience, NDAs are typically 

between two parties and are either mutual 

(both parties’ information is protected) or 
unilateral (only one party’s information is 
protected). When considering an NDA with 
more than two parties, certain risks arise.

If party A shares something with B, is B 
always permitted to share it with C? This is 
particularly critical when some of the par-
ties are already working together on sepa-
rate matters. As discussed below, the risk 
of oversharing must be discussed with your 
clients so they understand their important 
role in mitigation.

What will the potential business transac-
tion look like? Clients should be cautioned 
that NDAs are used simply to facilitate shar-
ing of information. Concerns regarding in-
advertently collaborating (on the creation 
of intellectual property or a joint venture, 
for instance) are magnified when multiple 
parties are involved.

Are any of the parties industry competi-
tors? Antitrust concerns (such as price shar-
ing) should be considered if sharing with a 
competitor. The advisability of sharing par-
ticularly valuable information should also be 
carefully considered whenever information 
could be shared with competitors. If manu-
facturers in the same industry are jointly co-
operating with a shared-services provider, 
the manufacturers should think long and 
hard before disclosing their proprietary in-
formation to the services company under a 
multiparty NDA.

Some of these risks can be minimized 
with three basic strategies: intake, drafting, 
and instruction.

Intake

As with all agreements, discussing what 
the parties intend to do is of paramount im-
portance. Is a multiparty NDA even needed? 

If information will never actually be shared 
by all three parties, individual NDAs (while 
slightly more burdensome) may be a smarter 
approach. By probing the scope of the pro-
posed transaction, potential missteps can 
be avoided.

Drafting

Clearly define the potential transaction in 
the recital. This will allow the NDA to spec-
ify that confidential information can only be 
used for purposes of the transaction. More-
over, sometimes the parties’ representatives 
have surprisingly different concepts of what 
the transaction looks like; by forcing the 
parties to define things on the front end, 
you will avoid confusion once information 
starts flowing.

Instruction

Ensure your client understands his or 
her critical role in protecting confidential 
information. An NDA should not be treated 
as a blank check for sharing. Only infor-
mation necessary to explore the transac-
tion should be shared. Keeping your client 
focused on the transaction is especially im-
portant when the client is also separately 
engaged with one of the parties. Party rep-
resentatives should try to share informa-
tion directly with the party that needs it 
rather than employ a “shotgun” approach; 
by sharing information needed only by C 
with C directly, A can ensure that only the 
correct information is shared with C. Make 
sure your client is aware of project stages; 
an NDA is entered into to facilitate infor-
mation sharing, and the client must negoti-
ate additional definitive agreement(s) if the 
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project progresses beyond mere dialogue 
(such as supply agreements).4

Don’t forget the basics

When drafting a multiparty NDA with an 
eye toward the above complexities, don’t 
forget some of the basic considerations that 
arise with all NDAs:

• Is the NDA mutual or unilateral? Don’t 
get caught as the unprotected party in a 
unilateral NDA.

• Does the definition of confidential infor-
mation capture what the parties will be 
sharing? Does it require information to be 
marked “confidential”? If so, careful dis-
cussion with your client is required to en-
sure information is treated appropriately.

• Is the term of the NDA appropriate? En-
sure that the term matches the time-
frame in which the disclosures will be 
made.5 If information with a long shelf 
life is being shared, ensure that restric-
tions on use and disclosure survive the 
NDA’s expiration.6

• Are the standard exceptions to confiden-
tiality listed, such as information already 
in the recipient’s possession, indepen-
dently developed, publicly available, or 
provided by a third party without restric-
tion?7 Clearly secure the ability to appro-
priately use the other party’s information.

• When defining the parties, consider 
whether information will need to be 
shared with any of the parties’ affiliates.

• Remember to include language gov-
erning the return/destruction and com-
pelled disclosure of confidential infor-
mation.8 These provisions (sometimes 
glossed over as “boilerplate”) can be ex-
tremely important.

Conclusion

When your client asks for a multiparty 
NDA, you can offer great value by consid-
ering the above issues and using some of 
the proposed solutions. n
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